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Rhombus is a new language that is built on Racket. It offers the same kind of language extensibility as Racket itself, but using conventional (infix) notation. Although Rhombus is far from the first language to support Lisp-style macros without Lisp-style parentheses, Rhombus offers a novel synthesis of macro technology that is practical and expressive. A key element is the use of multiple binding spaces for context-specific sublanguages. For example, expressions and pattern-matching forms can use the same operators with different meanings and without creating conflicts. Context-sensitive bindings, in turn, facilitate a language design that reduces the notational distance between the core language and macro facilities. For example, repetitions can be defined and used in binding and expression contexts generally, which enables a smoother transition from programming to metaprogramming. Finally, since handling static information (such as types) is also a necessary part of growing macros beyond Lisp, Rhombus includes support in its expansion protocol for communicating static information among bindings and expressions. The Rhombus implementation demonstrates that all of these pieces can work together in a coherent and user-friendly language.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Through decades of experience, the programming-languages community has discovered and refined ideas that should appear in most any language, including functional abstraction and lexically scoped variables. Beyond the basics, however, there are still more good ideas for programming constructs than can fit in any one language specification. Language extensibility, especially in the form of macros, helps to balance the competing goals of a manageable language size versus fit-to-purpose for a wide range of tasks. Even better, programmers can use macros to tailor a language to better match a specific domain (Felleisen et al. 2018).

The Lisp and Scheme communities have long championed macros, but historically, the message of macros has been difficult to detangle from Lisp’s minimalistic, parenthesis-oriented notation. With macro systems included in newer languages like Scala, Rust, Elixir, and Lean, programmers are starting to see the concerns of core notation and extensibility detangled. Still, few would argue that the new batch of macro systems have achieved the expressiveness, fluidity, and central role of macros as they exist within the Lisp tradition. To some degree, the gap exists because macros are added on top of a core language, instead of designing the language to take advantage of macro extensibility from the start or to be a vehicle for defining the language’s base forms.

Rhombus is a programmable programming language with conventional notation, designed from the start around macro extensibility. By “conventional notation,” we mean that most any programmer will recognize arithmetic, function calls, indexed access, and field accesses based on precedents from algebra and Algol to JavaScript and Python. At the same time, by building on Racket’s state-of-the-art facilities for extensibility, and by exposing and extending its facilities to work with conventional notation, Rhombus provides an especially rich toolbox for language construction.

A combination of previously explored ideas distinguish Rhombus from prior designs:

- Macro expansion uses an intermediate form called shrubbery notation that is analogous to S-expressions, but defers some grouping decisions to a macro-extensible parsing pass. For example, \( f(1 + 2 \times 3 > 4) \) corresponds to a shrubbery form where \( 1 + 2 \times 3 > 4 \) is a flat sequence of terms, but nested relative to \( f \). Shrubbery’s nesting puts a limit on the transformations that macros can perform, so programmers do not need to know every macro before making some sense of unfamiliar code.

- Pervasive pattern matching and repetition notation in the base language reduces the gap between everyday programming and metaprograming—in contrast to Scheme, which evolved to emphasize distinct macro-by-example constructs for syntactic extension. Specifically, repetition through ellipses is convenient for many programs that manipulate sequences, not just syntax sequences, and so Rhombus supports it more generally.

- Expansion integrates support for multiple spaces, which support different bindings for different contexts within a module, in contrast to the single-namespace approach of Scheme. Bindings and other contexts are macro-extensible in the same way as expression contexts. The operator ::, for example, can have one meaning and expansion in an expression context and a different meaning and expansion in a binding context.
Macro facilities support binding and propagating type-like static information, and macro expansion can be sensitive to that information. For example, a use_static declaration insists that every field or method selection with . is statically resolved to a field or method selector, excluding the possibility of a “message not understood” for that access.

Although Rhombus’s design includes other elements, these properties are the ones that work together to extend the reach of macro extensions. The key precedents for Rhombus’s design are Lisp macros (Hart 1963), Scheme hygienic macros (Kohlbecker et al. 1986; Clinger and Rees 1991; Dybvig et al. 1993), micros and macros (Krishnamurthi et al. 1999), Racket modules (Flatt 2002) and languages (Tobin-Hochstadt et al. 2011), scope sets (Flatt 2016), parsing via enforestation (Rafkind and Flatt 2012; Disney et al. 2014), syntax classes (Culpepper and Felleisen 2012), type systems as macros (Chang et al. 2017), and language support for DSL creation (Ballantyne et al. 2020).

2 RHOMBUS ESSENTIALS AND EXAMPLES

The goal of this section is not to provide a complete overview of Rhombus, but to introduce specific parts of Rhombus as needed for the rest of the paper, and also to sketch how those parts fit into the larger implementation picture—all to give a sense of where we’re trying to go.

Rhombus is a whitespace-sensitive language, so line breaks and indentation in the examples are significant. We show read-eval-print-loop interactions where a leading > represents the prompt, but we omit the prompt for most definitions, since they would normally be written in a module and do not print a result. Also, we defer an explanation of and with their indentation rules until section 3.1—but because so much of the syntax is conventional, the examples in this section should be readable with just a little explanation.

2.1 Definitions

Figure 1. Three ways of writing factorial
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To define a prefix, infix, or postfix operator, use the `operator` form as shown in the right column of figure 1. The `~stronger_than` declaration there gives `!` a higher precedence than basic arithmetic operators. Absent other declarations, an expression that has `!` with some other operator, such as `==`, would require parentheses to disambiguate association. The keyword `~other` can be used in a precedence declaration to stand for all operators that are not otherwise mentioned. An operator’s associativity can be specified with `~associativity` followed by `~left` (the default), `~right`, or `~none`. If parsing finds two operators with undeclared or incompatible precedence relationships, then it raises a syntax error asking for disambiguation.

Operator definitions can be local, and precedence relationships refer to bindings, not to symbolic operator names. Parsing a sequence of operators and operands based on precedence is part of macro expansion, so a precedence declaration ultimately must be attached to a macro. The `operator` macro is a shorthand for defining a function plus a macro to call the function, which means that `operator` is a definition-generating and macro-generating macro.

### 2.2 Lists and Repetitions

List constructions and patterns are written with `[]` around comma-separated items. The `List.first` and `List.rest` functions offer one way to access the head and tail of a list.

```plaintext
fun |
| sum([]): 0
| sum(ns): List.first(ns) + sum(List.rest(ns))
> sum([1, 2, 3])
6
```

A better approach is to use `...` in the `[]` binding form, which binds the preceding element pattern as a repetition. The `[]` expression form similarly supports `...` to reference a repetition. Binding and expression forms cooperate (Flatt et al. 2012) so that this variant generates essentially the same code as the previous version (that is, no new list is created for the recursive call):

```plaintext
fun |
| sum([]): 0
| sum([n, m, ...]): n + sum([m, ...])
```

The `[]` form may appear hardwired into the language, but is treated as an implicit use of a macro that the Rhombus base language defines as an expression and pattern form to construct and match lists. The binding form recognizes `...`, and it converts the preceding pattern so that it binds repetitions. The expression form also recognizes `...`, and it treats the preceding form as a repetition context, which can refer to repetition bindings.

Operators and the function-call form are defined so that they map over their arguments when they appear in repetition contexts:

```plaintext
> def [n, ...] = [1, 2, 3]
> [factorial(n), ..., n!, ...]
[1, 2, 6, 1, 2, 6]
> [n+1, ...]
[2, 3, 4]
```

---

2 Shrubbery notation distinguishes operator tokens from identifier tokens, but `operator` allows either as an operator name, while the `fun` form expects an identifier for a function name.

3 A `~` prefix converts an identifier to a keyword, which is never an expression or binding operator on its own.

4 A reader may wonder whether it matters that `...` appears after the `,` instead of before. Putting `...` after `,` means that a list element is being repeated to create multiple elements, as opposed to a repetition that forms a single element of the list. This distinction is especially relevant in macro patterns and templates.
Mapping \( n \) over \( n \) works because literals like 1 act as repetitions of depth 0, and \( \ldots \) replicates shallower repetitions to fill deeper ones. This treatment of nested and mixed repetitions, which was worked out in iterations of Scheme’s macros-by-example (Kohlbecker and Wand 1987; Clinger and Rees 1991; Dybvig et al. 1993), is useful and expressive for many non-macro applications.\(^5\)

### 2.3 Classes

A class declaration creates a new class and binds the class’s name to a constructor procedure for expressions, a pattern form for bindings, and more:\(^6\)

```scheme
class Posn(x :: Int, y :: Int) 
fun |
  vector_sum([]): Posn(0, 0) 
  vector_sum([p :: Posn, q, ...]): 
    let Posn(xs, ys) = vector_sum([q, ...]) 
    Posn(p.x + xs, p.y + ys) 

// or, equivalently
fun vector_sum([Posn(x, y), ...]): 
  Posn(sum([x, ...]), sum([y, ...]))
> vector_sum([Posn(1, 2), Posn(3, 4), Posn(5, 6)])
  Posn(9, 12)
```

The :: binding operator expects an annotation afterward. Some annotations, like Int, are predefined, and class defines the class name also as an annotation. An annotation with :: implies a run-time check to ensure that a value satisfies the annotation, and it adjusts the binding to propagate static information. As a result, for example, \( p.x \) can be statically resolved to an access of the \( x \) field of a Posn. Static information is itself implemented through the macro system, taking advantage of the fact that binding positions are macro-extensible and can expand to expansion-time definitions as well as definitions of run-time variables.

The class form connects a new datatype with many different facets of a program, including expression, binding, and static-information concerns. The resulting implementation complexity is tamed by implementing class as a macro that expands to many different definitions of more primitive forms, each generally handling a different facet of class’s role.

### 2.4 Syntax

A pair of single quotes ‘’ in Rhombus creates a syntax object (not a string), which is a representation of syntax that has nested term structure intact. Syntax-object printing reflects structure with a «» notation that is not whitespace-sensitive, which in the following example helps clarify that the content of a syntax object is not merely text:

```scheme
> def noisy_identity_stx = ‘fun (x):
  println(x)
  x’
> noisy_identity_stx
‘fun (x): println (x); x’
```

In terms of structure, the syntax object preserves the fact println(x) is one group and \( x \) by itself is another, but that both pieces are in the block after \( \text{fun (x).} \)

\(^5\)Rhombus also supports a & prefix splicing operator in lists, maps, sets, and function arguments, both for patterns and constructions/calls, which is like a * prefix in Python or a \( \ldots \) prefix in JavaScript.

\(^6\)This example uses let, which is like def, but it binds names that are visible only later within its context. The def form tends to be more convenient at the top level, where exports and mutually recursive references are common, while let tends to be more convenient within a local block, because it allows shadowing by later lets.
The $ prefix operator serves as an escape within a syntax quotation. When a '1'-quoted form is an expression, $ escapes back to expression mode to compute a value that is substituted into the syntax-object template. When a '2'-quoted form is a binding pattern, $ escapes back to binding mode for a nested pattern to match against a portion of an input syntax object.

```latex
> [1, 2, 3].map($noisy_identity_stx)
'[1, 2, 3]. map (fun (x): println (x); x )'

> match noisy_identity_stx
| 'fun ($arg): $body': [arg, body]
| ['x', 'println (x); x']
```

A ... can be used in syntax patterns and templates to bind and use repetitions. To make those patterns and templates more readable, ... is implicitly escaped instead of being treated as literal; otherwise, $ would be needed before each ... that is intended as repetition.\(^7\)

```latex
def 'f($arg, ...)' = 'expt(2, 5+5)'

> [f, arg, ...]
['expt', '2', '5 + 5']

> 'lazy_call($f, fun(): $arg, ...)'  
'lazy_call (expt, fun ():« 2 », fun ():« 5 + 5 »)'
```

Figure 2 shows a metacircular interpreter for a small Rhombus-like language using syntax objects to represent programs, which is analogous to reusing S-expressions in Lisp. In a syntax pattern, annotated escapes like x :: Identifier and x :: Int resemble general binding annotations, but they are more precisely uses of syntax classes that are specific to syntax-pattern contexts. The interpreter’s implementation also uses {} notation for constructing a map, the ++ operator for functional union of maps, [] for indexing a map with a key, and the unwrap method of a syntax object to extract a raw number or symbol. The point of this example is (1) to demonstrate how Rhombus includes all of the ingredients needed to make a compact metacircular interpreter, and one that is Lisp-like by working directly on syntax representations; and (2) to demonstrate how pervasive pattern matching and unified repetition notation are useful, especially in the fun case where they seamlessly span syntax matching, dictionary construction, and variadic functions.

2.5 Macros

Syntax objects work nicely for the interpreter in figure 2, but they are more typically used to implement macros. The macro form expects a pattern to match against a use of the macro, and then a block containing an immediate template to produce the result of macro expansion.

```latex
macro 'thunk: $body':
'fun (): $body'

> def delayed_three = thunk: 1 + 2
> delayed_three()
3
```

More generally, macros can be implemented with arbitrary expansion-time code, which requires that expr.macro and expansion-time Rhombus are imported from rhombus/meta.\(^8\) Figure 3 uses expr.macro to define prims, which locally defines to_symbol and to_function expansion-time functions. The to_symbol function normalizes an operator to an identifier using unwrap_op at expansion time, and to_function wraps an operator implementation as a two-argument function.

\(^7\) A $ or ... with nothing before or after is treated as literal instead of an escape, so to write a literal $ or ... in a larger pattern or template, escape to an immediate quote using $' $' or $'...'.

\(^8\) An open modifier makes all imported names available without the module name as a prefix.
fun interp(e, env :: Map):
  match e
  | 'fun ($x, ...): $e': fun (arg, ...):
    interp(e, env ++ {x.unwrap(): arg, ...})
  | '$rator($rand, ...)': interp(rator, env)(interp(rand, env), ...)
  | '$(x :: Identifier)': env[x.unwrap()]
  | '($e)': interp(e, env)
  | '$(x :: Int)': x.unwrap()
  | '$x ... $(op :: Operator) $y ...': env[op.unwrap_op()](interp('($x ...', env),
    interp('($y ...', env))
  | 'block: let $x = $rhs; $body': interp('('fun ($x): $body)($rhs)', env)

def init_env:
  { 'cons'.unwrap(): List.cons,
    'first'.unwrap(): List.first,
    'rest'.unwrap(): List.rest,
    '+'.unwrap_op(): fun(x, y): x + y,
    '-'.unwrap_op(): fun(x, y): x - y,
    '*'.unwrap_op(): fun(x, y): x * y }

> interp('block:
    let swap = fun (x): [first(rest(x)), first(x)]
    first(swap([1, 2])) + 3',
    init_env)

Fig. 2. Metacircular interpreter

import: rhombus/meta open

expr.macro 'prims { $name: $impl, ... }':
  fun | to_symbol(name :: Operator): name.unwrap_op()
  | to_symbol(name :: Identifier): name.unwrap()
  fun | to_function(impl :: Operator): 'fun(x, y): x $impl y'
  | to_function(impl): impl
  '{ ($to_symbol(name)).unwrap(): $(to_function(impl)), ... }'

def init_env = prims { cons: List.cons, first: List.first, rest: List.rest, +: +, -: -, *: * }

Fig. 3. A macro to simplify initial-environment construction

3 RHOMBUS SYNTAX AND REPRESENTATION
The Rhombus program-processing pipeline starts with source text, uses a reader to convert text into an intermediate token tree representation, parses that token tree into an AST, and finally compiles the AST to an executable:
Fig. 4. Example shrubbery form and its parse tree

This is the same pipeline as used by Racket or most any dialect of Lisp, but Rhombus’s reader converts text into shrubbery representation instead of an S-expression representation. Basic syntactic ingredients like :, indentation for blocks, and | for alternatives are not tied to Rhombus keywords, but are instead defined at the shrubbery layer. On top of that layer, in the same way that Lisp provides quasiquote and unquote to make working with S-expressions easier, Rhombus provides a generic set of pattern and template facilities that are tuned to the structure of shrubbery notation.

3.1 Shrubbery Notation

An idealized S-expression grammar of terms has just two productions: atoms (like numbers, booleans, identifiers, and strings) and a parenthesized sequence of terms.

\[
\langle \text{term} \rangle ::= \langle \text{atom} \rangle \mid (\langle \text{term} \rangle^*)
\]

This ideal sweeps many details under the rug, such as dot notation for raw pairs and the syntax of atoms, but it captures the feeling of programming with S-expressions: conceptual simplicity at the price of lots of parentheses. This approach has some appeal—enough that an alternative M-expression notation for Lisp famously never materialized (McCarthy 1978)—but S-expression notation also has drawbacks. Some characterize programming with S-expressions as “writing in ASTs,” which is not the same “AST” as in the picture at the start of this section, but reflects the sense that programmers must write out a kind of parse tree with all grouping made explicit.

Many approaches to improving Lisp notation make use of whitespace or other delimiters as an alternative to parentheses, but aim for the same underlying S-expression structure. Those approaches include I-expressions (Möller 2003), Parendown (Angle 2017), the Scribble reader (Barzilay 2009), Sweet-expressions (Wheeler 2013), and Wisp (Babenhauserheide 2015). Another common adjustment is to add support for infix sections, including SIX in Gambit (Feeley 2019) or Curly-infix (Wheeler 2013); such extensions accommodate traditional arithmetic forms, but still in the context of an S-expression conversion, and not in a generally extensible way. Some Lisp and Scheme implementations, including Racket, allow [ ] and { } grouping as a synonym for parentheses. Clojure goes a step further, making [ ] and { } core parts of the grammar with meanings distinct from () in the base language.

Rhombus’s approach is most like Clojure’s in that it has a richer core notation, and Rhombus notation is even richer while still smaller and more general than a parsed AST. That richer base is only half of Rhombus’s strategy, however. The other half is to reduce the amount of grouping that the base notation is expected to encode, and instead leave fine-grained grouping to an additional parsing pass. That second pass is integrated with macro expansion so that it can be extended by defining macros, including macros in nested scopes or through macro-generated macros. The base notation is called shrubbery notation, because it tends to have shallower nesting and grouping than S-expression trees. The parsing component that is interleaved with expansion, which finishes the construction of S-expression-like trees, is called enforestation (Rafkind and Flatt 2012).
The core shrubbery grammar resembles an S-expression grammar in that it has ⟨term⟩s and nesting under parentheses and other brackets, but it introduces an extra ⟨group⟩ layer. A ⟨group⟩ represents an unenforced sequence of ⟨term⟩s that optionally ends with a ; block and/or | alternatives, where ; and | create nesting in a way similar to parentheses. A ⟨group⟩ is never empty.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{term} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{item} \rangle \mid \langle \text{block} \rangle \mid \langle \text{alts} \rangle \\
\langle \text{item} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{atom} \rangle \mid ( \langle \text{group} \rangle^* ) \mid ( \langle \text{item} \rangle^* ) \mid \{ \langle \text{alts} \rangle \} \mid \langle \text{block} \rangle^* \\
\langle \text{group} \rangle & ::= \langle \text{item} \rangle^* ( \langle \text{block} \rangle? \langle \text{alts} \rangle)? \quad - \text{must be nonempty} \\
\langle \text{block} \rangle & ::= \{ \langle \text{group} \rangle^* \} \\
\langle \text{alts} \rangle & ::= ( | ( \langle \text{group} \rangle^* )^* \\
\end{align*}
\]

This grammar omits a description of how ⟨group⟩s are separated within a ⟨group⟩*, which is where line and indentation rules come into play, plus ; and | separators. Figure 4 illustrates the parse tree for an example shrubbery form, which uses some of these rules:

- Each ⟨group⟩ either starts on a new line, or it is separated from the previous ⟨group⟩ by ;. When a subsequent ⟨group⟩ in a sequence starts on a new line, it must be indented the same as the first ⟨group⟩ in the sequence.
- Within ⟨⟩, [ ], and { } line and indentation rules still apply, but immediate groups must be separated by ; (instead of ;), even when a group starts on a new line. Line and indentation rules still apply within ;, but the group separator is ; and optional.
- If the first ⟨group⟩ after a ; is on its own line, it must be indented more than the ⟨group⟩ that contains the ;. If a | starts on a new line, it must be indented the same as the ⟨group⟩ that contains the |.
- For each subsequent | in an ⟨alts⟩, when it starts on a new line, it must line up with the first | in the ⟨alts⟩.

We leave full details to the Rhombus and shrubbery documentation. The details of the indentation rules, as well as the choice of indentation-sensitive parsing, are less important than (1) the approximate size and shape of the grammar that it encodes, and (2) having the grammar contain a small amount of nesting structure while prominently featuring ⟨group⟩ as a flat sequence of ⟨term⟩s.

### 3.2 Shrubbery Patterns and Templates

Armed with the concepts of term, group, and block from section 3.1, we can explain more details about syntax patterns and templates that section 2.4 glosses over. These details make patterns and templates convenient in practice.

A Rhombus syntax object is an example of concrete syntax (Aasa et al. 1988). A syntax object is a shrubbery form that is enriched with source-location and binding information at the term level. A syntax object can contain a single term, a multi-term group, or a multi-group sequence. For example, the syntax object '1 + 2' represents a single group with three terms: the integer 1, the operator +, and the integer 2. The syntax object 'f(1, 2)' is a group with two terms, and the second term has two nested groups each with a single term: 1 and 2, respectively. The syntax object 'print("hi"); print("bye")' is a two-group sequence, where each group starts with the term print; the same syntax object (except for source locations) could be written with a newline instead of ;. A term’s source location sticks with the term when it is matched by a macro pattern and expanded into another context.

Syntax patterns in Rhombus match raw shrubbery forms, not parsed Rhombus expressions. In most contexts, an escape in a pattern is matched against a single term.

```plaintext
match '1 + 2 + 3'
| "$a + 3" : "does not get here"
| "$a + $b + 3" : [a, b]
['1', '2']
```
In this example, a repetition match could be used, instead, to match any leading sequence of terms:

```plaintext
> match '1 + 2 + 3'
  | '$a ... + 3': [a, ...]
  ['1', '+', '2']
```

That repetition sequence can be put into a list, as above, or it can be put into a syntax object that represents a multi-term group:

```plaintext
> match '1 + 2 + 3'
  | '$a ... + 3': '$a ...'
  '1 + 2'
```

When a `...` is the only term within a group that follows a group, then it matches repetitions of the preceding group, and escapes within the repeated group are bound as repetitions for corresponding matching parts.

```plaintext
> match '(1 + 2, 3 * 4, 5 - 6)'
  | '($n $op $m, ...)': [op, ...]
  ['+', '*', '-']
```

These rules would be enough to write Rhombus macro patterns, but working always at the term level can become tedious. In many cases, `...` repetitions would be needed to generalize terms to sequences. Rhombus streamlines pattern matching of syntax by adopting a few additional rules:

- The end of a group in a pattern is special. An escape in that position is allowed to match a sequence of terms without using `...`:

```plaintext
> match '1 + 2 + 3'
  | '1 + $c': c
  '2 + 3'
```

- Along similar lines, if an escape is the only form within a block, then it is allowed to match a sequence of groups:

```plaintext
> match 'thunk: def x = 1
  x + 1'
  | 'thunk: $body': body
  'def x = 1; x + 1'
```

- To insist on a single-term match, an escape can be annotated with the `Term` syntax class:

```plaintext
> match 'thunk: def x = 1; x + 1'
  | 'thunk: $(body :: Term)': body
  | ~else: "no match"
  "no match"
```

The `Group` syntax class similarly constrains a match to a single-group match, and it can only be used in an escape at the end of a group.

Rhombus programmers can define their own syntax classes, along the same lines as `define-syntax-class` and `define-splicing-syntax-class` in Racket (Culpepper and Felleisen 2012).

Templates are more permissive than patterns because an escape in any position automatically splices a multi-term group. The following example splices an unsparsed sequence:

```plaintext
> match '1 + 2 + 3'
  | '1 + $c': '4 * $c'
  '4 * 2 + 3'
```

Beware that the result `4 * 2 + 3` computes a different number than `4 * (2 + 3)` would. This is because match and substitution are faithful to the shrubbery structure, but not to an expression...
import: rhombus/meta open

defn.macro `datatype $(type :: Identifier)
    | $(variant :: Identifier)($field, ...)
    | ...
    `interface $type
    class $variant($field, ...): implements $type
    ...

datatype Type
    | VarType(t :: String)
    | ArrowType(dom :: Type, rng :: Type)
datatype Expr
    | Lambda(id :: String, t :: Type, body :: Expr)
    | App(rator :: Expr, rand :: Expr)
    | Var(id :: String)

Fig. 5. Defining an ML-like datatype form on top of Rhombus’s `interface` and `class` forms

structure that involves precedence for the `*` and `+` operators. Use the `expr_meta.Parsed` syntax class
to parse a term sequence into an expression and prevent the splicing:

> match `1 + 2 + 3`
  | `1 + $(c :: expr_meta.Parsed)`: `4 * $c`
  `4 * #{(parsed #:rhombus/expr (+ (quote 2) (quote 3)))}`

The output here shows #{} and parsed within the result syntax object. The #{} wrapper is a
shrubbery-level escape to S-expression notation, and a parsed S-expression is like an atom in that
it is opaque to further shrubbery pattern matching. Meanwhile, the content of the parsed form is
a Racket expression, because that’s the meaning of parsing for Rhombus expressions. Different
contexts have different parsed forms, but they are all represented as opaque S-expression objects.

Having to write expr_meta.Parsed in all macro definitions would be tedious and error-prone.
As we will see in section 4.1, macro-definition forms automatically convert certain escapes into
parsed-form escapes; the intent is that most macro authors will not need to deal with this detail.

4 MACROS AND EXPANSION

Shrubbery patterns and templates provide the starting point for Rhombus macros, which use those
facilities at expansion time (a.k.a. compile time) to transform code. A macro-definition form like
macro or expr.macro creates a bridge between a run-time context for macro uses and an expansion-
time context for the macro’s implementation. In this section, we show how macros are defined in
Rhombus, and then we provide details about the implementation of macro expansion.

4.1 Defining Macros

The examples in section 2.5 demonstrate expression macros, but Rhombus additionally supports
definition macros, binding macros, and several other forms. As an example, Figure 5 uses a definition
macro (via defn.macro from rhombus/meta) to create an ML-like datatype form using Rhombus’s
class and interface forms. The type name and variant names are constrained to be identifiers via
the Identifier syntax class. The field escape matches any sequence of terms, including a name
with an annotation, because it is the only escape within its group.

The type_of function in figure 5 best reflects the notation of its domain with calls written as
type_of(env + expr). Figure 6 defines an + expression form to pair the environment and expression
as a list, and it also defines \( \vdash \) as a binding form so that the formal argument of \( \text{type}_{\text{of}} \) can be written with \( \vdash \). While we’re at it, \( \rightarrow \) is defined as an alias for \( \text{ArrowType} \). The \( \vdash \) and \( \rightarrow \) expression forms could have been implemented more concisely using \( \text{operator} \), but we use \( \text{expr.macro} \) here to focus on the kind of macro definition that \( \text{operator} \) generates.

In the definition of the \( \vdash \) expression and binding forms, the \( \text{env} \) and \( \text{expr} \) escapes are intended to match multi-term expression and binding forms on either side of the \( \vdash \). Since that intent is the most common case, macro definition forms like \( \text{expr.macro} \) and \( \text{bind.macro} \) implicitly treat escapes as parsed terms when the overall pattern has the shape of a prefix, infix, or postfix operator pattern. That implicit treatment of escapes corresponds to annotating the escape with \( \text{expr.meta.Parsed} \), \( \text{bind.meta.Parsed} \), or whatever syntax class corresponds to the context.

Treating the left-hand side of the pattern as a parsed term turns out to be necessary for the overall parsing algorithm to discover an infix operator. For a right-hand side, Rhombus’s parsing strategy allows more flexibility. For example, the \( . \) operator for field access is implemented as an infix macro that expects an expression on its left-hand side, but its right-hand side must be an identifier (not an expression) that is used as the name of a field. The pattern for \( . \) uses a syntax class to override the treatment of its right-hand side pattern:

\[
\text{expr.macro } '\$\text{obj} . \$(\text{field :: Identifier})': \\
\text{resolve.dot}('\text{obj}', '\text{field})
\]

This implementation relies on a \( \text{resolve.dot} \) expansion-time function to perform the main work of the \( . \) expansion and return a syntax object. Calling a helper function is allowed because, unlike \( \text{macro} \), the \( \text{expr.macro} \) form allows an arbitrary expansion-time expression to implement a macro (in exchange for importing expansion-time bindings via \( \text{rhombus/meta} \) or similar).

The definition of \( . \) still does not use the most general form of a macro transformer. The most general form accepts all remaining terms of the enclosing group, consumes as many terms as it wants, and returns two values: the expansion result and any remaining terms. In that case, the macro is free in its choice of how to consume terms, but it can consume only terms from the remainder of the group; it cannot affect parsing in later parts of the token tree.

As an example of the most general infix macro form, the following \( \text{no_fail} \) macro catches an exception and conditionally replaces it with either the result of the expression after \( \text{no_fail} \) if
Fig. 7. Representation of a shrubbery form as an S-expression form

one is supplied, or #false by default. To implement that choice, the macro accepts all terms after no_fail and detects the case that the sequence is empty, parsing the sequence as an expression if it is non-empty. The macro returns two syntax objects. The first is its expansion and the second is the (possibly-empty) unparsed tail of the sequence:

```racket
(expr_macro "$expr no_fail $tail ...":
  ~weaker_than ~other
  match "$tail ...":
    | ':' values('try: $expr; ~catch _: #false', '')
    | '('rhs :: expr_meta.AfterInfixParsed('no_fail')):
      values('try: $expr; ~catch _: $rhs',
        '$rhs.tail ...')

> 1/0 no_fail
 #false
> fun divide(x, y): x/y no_fail "undefined for " +& x +& " and " +& y
> divide(1, 0)
 "undefined for 1 and 0"
```

The second match case in no_fail uses the expr_meta.AfterInfixParsed syntax class, which is like expr_meta.Parsed, but it stops at an operator with lower precedence than a given one (no_fail in this case). The expr_meta.AfterInfixParsed syntax class delivers both the parsed expression as rhs and the remaining unparsed terms as a repetition rhs.tail. Shorthands that implicitly parse expressions or preserve tail terms can be implemented using this general form, and a postfix macro can be implemented as an “infix” macro that consumes no terms after the operator. A prefix macro has a similar general form, but without a parsed left-hand side.

4.2 Expansion and Enforestation Algorithm

Enforestation and macro expansion in Rhombus are driven by the Racket macro expander. Toward that end, the Rhombus implementation encodes shrubbery forms as S-expression forms using the grammar shown in figure 7. The encoding includes a top wrapper for a top-level sequence of ⟨group⟩s, includes an op form to distinguish operators from identifiers (since both are represented as symbols), and uses block for both a ⟨block⟩ and ⟨alt⟩. Here’s an example of a shrubbery form and its S-expression encoding:

```racket
(fun f(x :: Int, y :: Int):
  x * y + 1)
```

The example illustrates that the S-expression encoding is too verbose for direct use, despite being a convenient vehicle to inherit Racket’s hygiene, optimizing compiler, and IDE support (Findler et al. 2002; Flatt 2016; Flatt et al. 2019).
Rhombus expansion involves a mixture of shrubbery and parsed trees. To support this mixture, figure 8 extends the grammar of ⟨term⟩ to include (parsed ⟨expr⟩), where ⟨expr⟩ represents a Racket expression form; we use the non-terminal ⟨tree⟩ as a shorthand for (parsed ⟨expr⟩). A Racket rhombus-expression form as an ⟨expr⟩, meanwhile, can wrap a ⟨group⟩ to return to Rhombus expansion of (S-expression encodings of) shrubbery forms. This mixture allows parsing of outer forms that produce definitions, which are handled by Racket’s macro expander, to influence parsing of more nested forms that are delayed under rhombus-expression.

While Lisp-style macro expansion is driven by the initial term of a parenthesized sequence, ⟨group⟩ parsing in Rhombus needs a strategy that supports prefix, infix, and postfix operators. The remainder of this section describes a variant of enforestation (Rafkind and Flatt 2012) as realized for Rhombus as an expansion-time enforestation function, where enforestation is a variant of Pratt precedence parsing (Pratt 1973). The enforest here is more general than the original presentation because it works beyond expression contexts and because it accommodates operators where the right-hand side is not parsed (as for the . operator).

The enforest function takes a sequence of ⟨term⟩s and returns a parsed ⟨tree⟩. More generally, enforest takes a sequence of ⟨term⟩s plus a current infix or prefix ⟨name⟩, so it can stop at infix names that have a lower precedence. The result from enforest is a parsed ⟨tree⟩ plus a sequence of ⟨term⟩s that remain to be parsed. The rhombus-expression Racket macro starts enforestation with a dummy ⟨name⟩ whose precedence is lower than all other names, so parsing will either consume all terms or fail due to an unbound name.

Figure 9 shows the essential cases of the enforest function. In the first case of enforest, a variable reference parses as itself. The next three cases use a lookup function that is supplied by the macro expander to access expansion-time values for macro bindings:

- When the input sequence starts with a name that is bound as a prefix macro, then the macro’s ⟨transformer⟩ function is called. The function receives a sequence of ⟨term⟩s, and it returns a parsed ⟨tree⟩ plus a sequence of remaining ⟨term⟩s. Technically, there’s no requirement that the remaining terms are a tail of the input sequence, but that’s the intent. Enforestation recurs with the parsed ⟨tree⟩ and remaining ⟨term⟩s as the new sequence.
- When the input sequence starts with a parsed ⟨tree⟩ followed by a ⟨name⟩ that is bound as an infix macro, and when the name has a higher precedence than current name (as represented by the > relation), then the infix macro’s ⟨transformer⟩ function is called. The function receives the parsed ⟨tree⟩ plus the remaining ⟨term⟩s.
- When the input sequence starts with a parsed ⟨tree⟩ and a ⟨name⟩ that is bound as an infix macro but with lower precedence, then enforestation pauses. The returned ⟨tree⟩ is likely used as the parsed right-hand side for a prefix or infix transformation in progress.

The shorthands Prefix and Infix shown in figure 9 illustrate how a transformer for a prefix or infix macro can recur to enforest to parse a right-hand side. The shorthand constructors take a ⟨transformer⟩ that consumes a parsed right-hand form, instead of a term sequence, and the ⟨transformer⟩ is wrapped in a new function that combines it with a use of enforest. The ⟨name⟩ provided to Prefix and Infix is meant to be the same as the one bound to the macro, and the Rhombus forms that trigger this shorthand use the same name automatically. The most general protocol

\[
\begin{align*}
⟨\text{term}⟩ & ::= \ldots \mid ⟨\text{tree}⟩ \\
⟨\text{tree}⟩ & ::= (\text{parsed} \ ⟨\text{expr}⟩) \\
⟨\text{expr}⟩ & ::= ⟨\text{identifier}⟩ \mid ⟨(\text{expr}) \ldots⟩ \mid ⟨\lambda (⟨\text{id}⟩ \ldots) \ ⟨\text{expr}⟩⟩ \\
& \quad \mid \ldots \mid (\text{rhombus-expression} \ ⟨\text{group}⟩)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 8. Extension of figure 7 to represent mixtures during expansion.
for Rhombus macros corresponds to using `PrefixMacro` and `InfixMacro` directly, calling `enforest` indirectly through the `expr_meta.AfterPrefixParsed` or `expr_meta.AfterInfixParsed` syntax class.

The use of `<` and `>` for precedence comparisons suggests an order, but whether to apply an infix transformer depends only on the current and new `(name)`s, so it can be any relation. As in Fortress (Steele et al. 2011), the comparison consults only information that is declared with one of the two names in reference to the other. That information includes both precedence and associativity, and the comparison reports an error if precedence and associativity information from the two names is inconsistent or inconclusive.

The remaining cases of `enforest` enable control over the meaning of a literal, a parenthesized term, a function-call form, and so on. The `enforest` function reifies the implicit form by inserting an explicit form name: `#%literal`, `#%paren`, `#%call`, or other implicit names (not shown) to cover the use of square brackets, curly braces, and quotes. 9 By default, these explicits consume the first term of a sequence, process it, and return the tail unchanged. If an explicit name is unbound, then the implementation of `enforest` in Rhombus substitutes a transformer that reports a specific error, which is more helpful than an unbound-identifier error.

---

9A `#%` prefix is generally allowed for shrubbery identifiers. The prefix is special only in that it connotes a name that is normally not written out, but explicit use of the name is also allowed.
5 SPACES

A Rhombus space represents a particular kind of program context, such as an expression context, binding context, or annotation context. A Rhombus module starts out in an expression context, and then some expression forms create other kinds of contexts, such as the binding context created for the left-hand side of `def` or the annotation context created on the right-hand side of `::`. Each space has its own sublanguage of forms that are implemented as macros specific to that space, but the same name can have a meaning in multiple spaces. For example, a class name like `Posn` works as a constructor in an expression context, as a pattern constructor in a binding context, and as an instance check in an annotation context.

Other languages similarly allow different bindings for different program contexts, such as expression versus pattern forms in Relit (Omar and Aldrich 2018) or extending different grammar productions in Fortress (Allen et al. 2009). Rhombus uses a different strategy where support for binding spaces is built directly into the representation of binding within a syntax object.

5.1 Space Scopes

Rhombus inherits Racket’s handling of scope for macros, because it builds on Racket’s macro expander and uses Racket syntax objects to implement Rhombus syntax objects. Through Racket’s syntax objects, the definitions reached by an identifier are represented as a set of scopes (Flatt 2016), which generalizes normal lexical scope. Scope sets accommodate identifiers that are introduced by macro expansion, including identifiers that are put into mutually recursive definition contexts or transported from one module to another by expansion of an imported macro.

Rhombus takes further advantage of scope sets to implement spaces. Each space has a distinct interned scope, so the scope for a particular space is common to all modules and across all phases of expansion and evaluation. This shared scope allows different modules to cooperate by defining and referencing names in a way that is specific to the space. When a name is defined in a particular space, such as the repetition space, an interned scope is added to the defined name in addition to whatever other scopes the name has acquired through expansion. Similarly, when resolving a name in a particular sublanguage, an interned scope is first added to the name before attempting to find the definition through the Racket macro expander’s lookup mechanism. Interned scopes were first added to Racket to implement Hackett (King 2018), which is a Haskell-like language that also needs to define names with different meanings in different sublanguages (e.g., types and expressions).

The extra scope explains how `⊢` can be bound both as an expression operator and binding operator in figure 6. The `expr.macro` form defines names in the expression space, while the `bind.macro` form defines names in the (Rhombus) binding space; the latter has an extra scope that the former does not, making the definitions distinct.

When a name is shadowed in some spaces but not others, there’s a risk of breaking up sets of bindings that are meant to work together. As an example, imagine that the `::` operator is locally defined as an alias for `List.cons`, instead of checking a value against an annotation. If the expression and binding spaces have separate scopes, then the new `::` definition for expressions would be out-of-sync with `::` for binding contexts, where it would continue to associate a pattern with an annotation. To reduce this kind of mismatch, the Rhombus expression space does not use an extra scope. Shadowing `::` in the expression space—without also defining it in the binding space—has the effect of disabling `::` in the binding space, because a name with both the binding scope and the shadowing scope will have candidate definitions where neither scope set is a superset of the other, and so neither binding applies. This special treatment can work for only one space, but definitions in the expression space are by far the most common and (based on experience in earlier iterations of Rhombus) the most likely to create confusing mismatches. We experimented with...
import:
  rhombus/meta open
  "orig.rhm" as orig

export:
  all_from(.orig): except_space bind
  ⊢: only_space bind

bind.macro '$env + $expr': ~weaker_than ~other; '$env orig.(⊢) $expr'

Fig. 10. Assuming that figure 6 is exported by orig.rhm, replace ⊢ for only the binding space

instead using compile-time multiple inheritance to enable implementation for multiple spaces
and using per-space scopes as a secondary route to extensibility—an approach that minimizes
mismatches, but proved tedious and inflexible in practice.

When a name is exported from a module using the export form, the name is exported in all
spaces that have a definition. The import and export forms support modifiers that omit bindings
from specific spaces or propagate bindings only from specific spaces. A module can thus fill in
definitions for a name in new spaces, or it can replace definitions of a name in some spaces while
re-exporting definitions for other spaces.

For example, the definition of the binding form in figure 6 lacks a precedence specification.
Figure 10 demonstrates how to add one without modifying the source file ("orig.rhm"): import
the original implementation, export a new implementation, and define the new ⊢ that includes a
precedence declaration. Within export, the only_space bind modifier is not actually needed, since
the only definition of ⊢ is the new one defined with bind.macro, while the original is accessed through
the qualified path orig.(⊢). The syntax all_from(.orig), meanwhile, refers to all bindings provided
by the module that is imported as orig. The space name bind is imported from rhombus/meta.

5.2 Defining New Spaces

Rhombus enables the creation of new spaces. Suppose that we want a form rx() for writing
regular expressions, where * and ? within rx() have their usual meaning for regular-expression
notation, and strings always represent literal sequences. For example, rx(".\? ^\*") should match
an optional . followed by any number of ^'s, independent of whether . and ^ are also regular-
expression operators. Matching can be implemented by using an existing Racket matcher for
regular expressions, but that matcher works in terms of a string encoding like "[.]?\\^\*"; the
rx() form can expand to that encoding while proving a more naturally composable syntax. The
module that defines rx can define all of the basic regular-expression operators, but we can also
allow programmers to define their own operators.

The rx form should use a new space for regular expression operators like * and ?. Selecting a
new interned-scope identity is only one step of defining that new space, and the full definition
includes several pieces, demonstrated in figure 11:

- A name regexp that is bound to the space, analogous to bind as used in figure 10 to refer to
  the space of binding operators. This name doubles as a path qualifier to access the macro-
  definition form that binds in the space, analogous to the bind prefix of bind.macro.
- A globally unique path for the space, my/regexp/space, which is used for interning the space’s
  scope. This path could be derived automatically from the enclosing module’s path, since the
  module path is globally unique, but currently it must be written explicitly.
• A name for the space’s macro-definition form, `macro`, analogous to the `macro` part of `bind.macro`. This name is practically mandatory, because the space is useful only if it includes some way of adding definitions.

• Names for an expansion-time namespace prefix (`regexp_meta`) and for enforestation-triggering syntax classes ([`Parsed`]). The prefix is analogous to the `bind_meta` prefix in `bind_meta.Parsed`, and typical syntax classes correspond to `Parsed`, `AfterPrefixParsed`, and `AfterInfixParsed`. The `Parsed` name is practically mandatory, but the latter two can be omitted if no macros need to use the annotations. The syntax classes are bound in the expansion-time phase relative to the enclosing context, as opposed to the run-time phase, since they are intended for use by macros.

The `rx` expression macro in Figure 11 bridges to the new space by using the newly defined `regexp_meta.Parsed` syntax class. That syntax class has the effect of converting a regular expression into a string encoding that can be passed on to the `pregexp` function from Racket. Four uses of `regexp.macro` define four regular-expression operators that implement the conversion: a `%literal` prefix operator that is implicitly applied to literals like strings, a `%juxtapose` infix operator that is implicitly placed between expressions that are not separated by an infix operator, and the `*` and `?` postfix operators. The implementation of `%literal` uses an existing literal-to-pattern conversion function from Racket. The implementations of other operators manipulate the string form of subexpressions that are parsed as regular expressions, which means that they are represented as string syntax objects, and `unwrap` accesses the raw strings.

Exporting the `rx` expression form allows other modules to use it, but operators in the `regexp` space also need to be exported. Four regular expression operators are exported with the modifier `only_space regexp` to avoid re-exporting bindings from other spaces, such as the plain old `*` expression operator. Exporting `regexp` and `regexp_meta` provides access to to `regexp.macro` and `regexp_meta.Parsed`, so other modules can define new regular-expression operators.

6 STATIC INFORMATION

By default, Rhombus is a dynamic language in the same sense as JavaScript or Python: field and method names using . are found dynamically at run time, array-like access with [] is dispatched dynamically to a suitable lookup function, and so on. This mode of operation can be convenient, but it can also create problems for performance and maintainability. In Lisp, a common fix is to replace the dynamic, procedure-based interface with a static, macro-based one (for example, (Bowman et al. 2015)). Rhombus adapts ideas from this line of work into the base language. Specifically, it builds on the binding protocol for type systems as macros (Chang et al. 2017) but without forcing an expansion order.

Static information is currently used in Rhombus to improve performance and reject simple mismatches. In the scope of a `use_static` declaration, uses of . or [] are rejected when they would trigger a dynamic lookup, and function calls are rejected when they have the wrong argument count or wrong keywords. Those features reflect one way of using static information, but Rhombus’s approach lets us explore different points on the spectrum of types and static information. Exploring at the macro level offers a path that is flexible and incremental. Furthermore, exploration is not solely the province of the Rhombus base language, because Rhombus exposes all of the mechanisms needed to explore alternatives through new sets of cooperating macros and spaces. Section 7.2 describes an ML-style type checker implemented in this style.

---

10 The use of `{}` in `%literal` escapes to S-expression notation, which is needed to refer to a name that is not a shrubbery identifier, because the name includes a hyphen.
6.1 Binding Protocol

When a function argument is annotated with :: List or :: Posn as in section 2, the definition of the argument variable is paired with a definition of the same name in a static-information space, where the latter communicates that the variable’s value is a list or an instance of the Posn class, respectively. When a binding p :: Posn is referenced in p.x, the . operator can consult static information associated with p to discover an efficient, Posn-specific accessor for x.

The propagation of static information from a function argument to the function body is not specific to function-argument handling, but instead built into the general protocol for expanding binding positions. The parsed representation of a binding has four parts:

- a set of names to be defined by the expansion in the expression space, each with a repetition depth, and each with static information to associate with the name;
- an expression to check whether a value in a designated input variable matches the binding, so that the next pattern-matching alternative (if any) can be tried;
- definitions that extract elements of a matched value by binding private intermediate variables; and
- a final set of definitions, possibly spanning multiple spaces and possibly using private variables that are introduced by the extraction step.

Splitting a binding form into these pieces allows binding forms to compose. For example, a [Posn(x, y), ...] binding pattern is a list pattern, but the list-pattern expansion needs information...
from the expansion of `Posn(x, y)` as a pattern to construct the overall list pattern’s expansion. In particular, it needs to know that `Posn(x, y)` binds `x` and `y` at repetition depth 0 so that it can convert the associated values to actually bind `x` and `y` each as a repetition of depth 1. Similarly, the match-checking expression for the list expansion must detect a list argument and then map the match-checking expression from `Posn(x, y)` over the list. If the `Posn` class is defined with annotations on its fields, a `Posn(x, y)` pattern can propagate each field’s static information to `x` and `y`, respectively. The `::` binding operator similarly gets static information from the annotation on its right-hand side to propagate to identifiers bound by its left-hand side.

An annotation’s expansion, meanwhile, has two parts: a predicate that can be used (e.g., by matching) to determine whether a value satisfies the annotation, and static information that applies to any expression or definition that satisfies the annotation. Those two pieces are, again, composable to support annotation operators and constructors like `List.of()`, which takes another annotation and constructs a new one that corresponds to a list whose elements satisfy the given annotation.

The first half of figure 12 sketches the expansion steps of a binding with a `List.of(Posn)` annotation. The sketch shows how annotation information feeds into a binding’s expansion, and then how a binding’s expansion is incorporated into an expanded function body.

### 6.2 Downward and Upward Information

Static information on a defined name is a kind of “downward” information flow, because it goes from definitions to uses of the defined name that are typically later in the source text. Some situations benefit from an “upward” flow from a subexpression to an enclosing form. For example, if `ps` has static information from `ps :: List.of(Posn)`, then resolving `p[1].x` to an efficient access of the `x` field requires the expansion of the left-hand side `p[1]` to report the static information of `Posn`.

An expression macro communicates upward static information by expanding to a particular Racket expression form: `(begin (quote-syntax ⟨info⟩) ⟨expr⟩)` where ⟨info⟩ is a packed form of static information and ⟨expr⟩ is the Racket expression that parsing would otherwise produce. The Rhombus helper function `statinfo_meta.wrap` performs this wrapping, while `statinfo_meta.lookup` extracts static information from either this pattern or from binding information (but the latter only when the given expression is an identifier). The second half of figure 12 illustrates in more detail the expansion a function body that contains `ps[0].x`.

Upward flows appear in bindings as well as expressions. For example, a binding of the form `[p, ...] :: List.of(Posn)` communicates information “upward” from the right-hand side of :: into the binding expansion of the list pattern on the left. To support that kind of transfer, the first component of a binding expansion is not actually a list of names to be defined, each with its static information, but instead a function that takes upward information and then reports the names, each with static information that may incorporate information from the upward flow.

### 6.3 From Static Information to Types

In the limit, downward and upward flows can be combined with unification to implement general type checking and inference (see section 7.2). Interleaving partial inference and partial expansion can even enable type-directed macro expansion. The protocols for expansion and propagation can become complex, since the approach amounts to opening up the implementation of an expressive type system to fine-grained extension; the complexity can be addressed through a domain-specific language (Chang et al. 2017) or an expander that can pause a macro until enough information is available (Barrett et al. 2020). The Rhombus base language currently takes a more modest approach, demanding upward information only in limited contexts, and in particular not forcing the expansion of an expression within a block to propagate information outside the block (which avoids a swath of order-of-expansion problems, especially in recursive definition contexts).
Rhombus’s protocol for static information parallels the flexibility of macros and spaces: instead of a single type system that all static information must inhabit, static information has a key–value form that enables different constructs to cooperate through any key that they both support. For example, information keyed by \texttt{call_result} is provided by the function-definition form, it is recognized by the function-call form, and any other macro is free to provide or use that key. When a shared vocabulary is absent or information does not match up, then information can be simply ignored, and expansion proceeds the same as if no information is available. At the same time, a macro is free to complain if it insists on information that it cannot find. Rhombus’s \texttt{use_static} form redefines operators like \texttt{.} and \texttt{[]} to fail with a static error if they cannot statically resolve to specific accessors.

7 RHOMBUS PROGRAMS

Rhombus is used for building parts of Rhombus and its accompanying libraries, such as drawing and GUI bindings. The Rhombus documentation is written in a document-oriented variant of Rhombus based on Scribble (Flatt et al. 2009), and so is this paper. In an artifact accompanying this paper (Flatt et al. 2023), we provide a set of example programs: Runge-Kutta, which defines
lazy streams and array operators; a “heatbugs” simulation and visualization, which has no macros, but uses the GUI and drawing libraries; and a Rhombus embedding of Esterel (Berry and Gonthier 1992), which includes macros for Rhombus-style syntactic forms layered over a Racket run-time library. The artifact also has complete versions of the programs from the figures. We report here on two larger efforts: a video game framework (section 7.1) and a language for teaching (section 7.2).

7.1 Video Game Framework

One of the authors, while still a relative newcomer to the language, used Rhombus to implement a framework for video games.\(^\text{11}\) The framework includes several internal DSLs implemented via macros: one to describe game asset bitmaps, one to describe world maps, one to express behavior trees, one to write dialog, and one to implement an entity-component system (ECS) layer. Figure 13 shows a few fragments of a demo game using the framework’s DSLs.

Rhombus’s notation made it an attractive implementation vehicle for the author of this project. Shrubbery notation provides the same benefits as S-expressions for writing DSLs without having to consider lower-level parsing concerns, but its rules for grouping and indentation closely match developer intuitions in a way that enables a more ergonomic syntax. For example, in the DSL for expressing dialog, notation similar to the industry standard Ink (Inkle 2023) was neatly expressed through simple Rhombus patterns and templates.

Other DSLs in the framework rely crucially on Rhombus’s support for new definition forms, binding forms, and static information. For example, the framework’s ECS layer provides a set of definition forms that implement an alternative to a conventional class system. The ECS allows programmers to declare datatypes and behaviors of objects independently and then separately compose them, a ubiquitous pattern in video games. When programmers define new data types in the ECS, the macros define an accompanying annotation form, and through Rhombus’s propagation of static information, those annotations influence the behavior of some expression constructs. Specifically, when using a dot accessor after a variable that is annotated as an instance of an ECS datatype, the access is rewritten to an ECS lookup specialized to that datatype, rather than being interpreted as a plain Rhombus field access. The result is an ECS layer that is integrated into Rhombus as if it were a built-in language form.

7.2 Shplait Teaching Language

Shplait\(^\text{12}\) is a language for use in an undergraduate course on programming language concepts. Students in the course implement a series of interpreters and type checkers in a functional style following Krishnamurthi (2006). Shplait closely resembles a subset of Rhombus, but it has a type system based on Standard ML, including type inference.

Shplait is implemented in Rhombus. Its expression forms are implemented as Rhombus expression macros, its definition forms are implemented as Rhombus definition macros, and its type forms are defined in a Shplait-specific space that is created with \texttt{space.enforest}. Type information is communicated through Rhombus’s framework for static information; expression and definition macros declare and consume type information, and they send constraints to a unification engine that is instantiated when a module is expanded. Polymorphism inference at the module level relies on a finishing pass that is triggered by a macro inserted at the end of a Shplait module.

Shplait is a successor to Plait,\(^\text{13}\) which has the same constructs and type system but resembles Racket instead of Rhombus. We ported Plait’s unification engine from Racket to Rhombus, but

\(^{11}\)https://github.com/Gopiandcode/rhombus-in-the-rough
\(^{12}\)https://docs.racket-lang.org/shplait/
\(^{13}\)https://docs.racket-lang.org/plait/

// behavior trees examples ------------------------
declare_behaviour_state(target, patrol)
behaviour_tree attack_player(this) with state(target):
    all_of:
        check near_player(this) using state(target)
        perform do_attack_player(this, target)
....
behaviour_tree follow_patrol(this) with state(target, patrol):
    first_of:
        attack_player(this)
        follow_player(this)
        perform do_follow_patrol(this, patrol)

// dialog example -----------------------------
dialog guard_dialog:
    guard_a: 1 "Halt! Who goes there?" || "Good ~a!" "day" || "Allo Allo..."
    1 "I'm a traveller, passing by" || "Hello again!" || "Just one more thing..."
    branch guard_a: "What do you want...."
    | "Nevermind...."
    "[The guard returns to his position.]
    --> END
    | "What's up?"
    guard_a: "None-ya business."
    "I'll be on my way then..."
    --> END

// ECS example -----------------------------
instance Bat with this:
    component position := Position = Vector2(280.,350.)
    component velocity := Velocity = Vector2(0.,0.)
    method is_aggroed():
        this.has_component(IsAggroedTo)
    method perform_attack():
        state.state := State.Attacking
....

Fig. 13. Some example uses of DSLs within a video game framework

implemented the rest of Shplait fresh. Rhombus’s features make the Shplait implementation more modular and maintainable than the Plait implementation. Most of Plait lives in a 3.5k-line main module so that the core forms plus a monolithic type-checking traversal can see each other. The comparable part of Shplait is split across more than 40 modules that total only 3k lines of code, primarily because Shplait takes advantage of Rhombus spaces so that type-checking happens during macro expansion. The Rhombus static-information layer replaced the monolithic type-checking traversal.

8 RELATED WORK
A typical program processing pipeline starts with source text, parses to an abstract syntax tree (AST), then compiles the AST to executable code following the thick green arrows below:
This diagram reflects the general problem of parsing and compilation, and there are many language workbenches to support implementation at that level, including Spoofax (Kats and Visser 2010), Rascal (Klint et al. 2009), and Xtext (Eysholdt and Behrens 2010). A system like Rascal, with its emphasis on pattern matching and term construction using concrete syntax, shares goals and capabilities with Rhombus. More apt comparisons to Rhombus, however, are macro systems: languages that allow the grammar of programs to be extended from within the program, as opposed to requiring changes in a toolchain. A language where syntactic extensions are imported from another module counts, as long as the import statement is within the program, instead of specified by changing the compilation command or adjusting a project configuration.

The most primitive forms of macros, such as cpp and m4, add a textual preprocessing step on the left of this picture, before the program is parsed into an AST. There are well-known problems with this approach. Its expressiveness is limited, and there is a potential mismatch between the macro processor’s tokenization and scope and the target language’s parsing and scope, which allows macros to perform transformations that do not respect the structure of the original program. Rhombus macros are not in this category (nor any of the above).

Instead of textual rewriting, many macro systems instead place expansion in the middle step, operating on the AST. Template Haskell (Jones and Sheard 2002), Scala (Burmako 2017; Scala 2023), OCaml PPX (OCaml 2023), and Elixir (McCord 2015) are examples of languages using this strategy. Since the text has been parsed into an AST, transformations naturally respect existing structure, and representing resolved references to bindings in the AST (as opposed to just variable names) provides basic scope management. Macro systems in the tradition of MetaML (Taha and Sheard 2000) and MacroML (Ganz et al. 2001) are also in this category, although at a less expressive point in the spectrum where macros cannot introduce new binding forms. Rhombus expansion is better characterized as operating on a token tree, instead of an AST, as introduced below.

Some languages allow extension at the step of parsing into an AST, usually through declarations that extend the parsing grammar while simultaneously rewriting the parsed terms to a more primitive form. This approach was used in compilation as far back as the 1960s (Leavenworth 1966) with similar work continuing into the 1990s (Cardelli et al. 1993), although more as part of a compiler than for use within a program. The macro systems of Fortress (Ryu 2009; Allen et al. 2009; Steele et al. 2011) and Maya (Baker and Hsieh 2002) follow this path with declarative extensions to different productions in a grammar, and Lean 4 (Ullrich and de Moura 2020) and Wyvern (Omar et al. 2014) are similar with programmer-extensible productions that are based on types. Fortress and Isabelle (Nipkow et al. 2002) support post-parsing, type-directed disambiguation of operators and grouping. Systems like SugarJ (Erdweg et al. 2011) support parsing extensions that are even more general and still compositional, based on parsing technologies like GLR (Tomita 1985). Structured editors like MPS (JetBrains 2003) or the hybrid approach of Eco (Diekmann and Tratt 2014) accommodate syntax composition by working with ASTs even while editing. These systems can offer greater syntactic choice than Rhombus enables, as discussed below, but we note some trade-offs there.

Lisp and related languages instead add an extra reader step in the program-processing pipeline to turn the text input into a semi-structured token tree, also known as a skeleton syntax tree (SST) (Bachrach and Playford 1999). The SST is an S-expression in the case of Lisp, but other
choices are possible, such as Rust’s TokenTree, Dylan and JSE’s SST (Bachrach and Playford 1999, 2001), the Sweet.js reader’s output (Disney et al. 2014), or Rhombus’s shrubbery representation. Krishnamurthi (2006, page 9) characterizes this parsing strategy as bicameral syntax, because the initial SST layer is responsible for one layer of parsing, and then another level of parsing is built on that one, and programs must pass both levels.

Macro expansion ⊙ applies to the SST representation, instead of an AST. More precisely, expansion involves a mixture of SST terms with parsed terms, since the binding structure discovered by parsing is needed to define and apply macro transformers. Macro expansion therefore involves a back-and-forth between the SST representation and a parsed AST, with SSTs at the leaves in AST nodes that are still being parsed. With some macro systems, including Racket, a macro can force parsing of an expression subtree within its local context, in which case the SST and AST structures are further interleaved. Rhombus takes it a step further, allowing a subtree to be parsed in a designated space, such as the space of expressions, binding patterns, or class clauses.

8.1 Comparing AST and SST Extension

The choice of extension point—AST transformation ⊙, AST parsing ⊙, or SST transformation ⊙—affects the kinds of syntactic extensions that are easily accommodated. In a language that expands ASTs, new syntax constructs must fit the syntax of a core construct until expansion (where a function-call form is a typical choice), while an SST intermediate representation as in Rhombus offers more flexibility to new syntactic forms. SST and AST transformations both constrain extensions to fit a core set of parsing and grouping rules, while custom AST parsing rules at the text level allow more customization with arbitrary grammar productions, especially with a scannerless parser as in SugarJ. Local imports of AST grammar extensions are possible through lazy parsing, as demonstrated in Maya, but languages that allow custom AST parsing rules tend to require those rules at a coarser granularity, such as at the module level as in SugarJ. AST and SST transformers can more easily support local and nested extensions.

Rhombus embraces the constraints imposed by an SST representation, motivated by the same reasoning as for Honu (Rafkind and Flatt 2012), while taking advantage of SST flexibility to enable local and macro-generating macros. The underlying Racket machinery includes a #lang mechanism to support arbitrary text parsing at the module level, which is how Rhombus is implemented, but our focus here is on composable language extension using Rhombus’s SST representation. Rhombus’s parsing framework includes direct support for only prefix and infix operators, but an operator can be bound to a macro that gets control over all subtree terms after the operator, so mixfix forms are also possible. Such mixfix forms work to the degree that rules for internal delimiters can be expressed through infix-operator precedence relations, which is not as general as the longest-match rule of a parser like Lean’s.

To make the comparison more concrete, here are some examples of extensions that are not supported by Rhombus:

- Anything that does not conform to shrubbery notation. Every new form must first conform to the grammar of shrubbery notation (section 3.1) before macro bindings are considered.
• A macro \( m \) that affects the parse of \( g(c) \) in the example \( f(m, b); g(c) \). The impact of a macro \( m \) is limited for two reasons: parentheses around \( m \), and the fact that \( f(m, b) \) is in a different group than \( g(c) \) in the enclosing sequence.

• A mixfix operator such as \( _+++_---_ \) (where \( _ \) indicates an argument) independent of other bindings for +++ . That is, an "infix" +++ binding could choose to recognize ---, but that parsing has to be built into the sole binding for +++ in a given context. In contrast, independent extension would be possible in many systems that are based on extending a grammar, such as Fortress or Lean 4.

Directly comparing Rhombus to Honu (Rafkind and Flatt 2012), Rhombus’s enforestation goes far beyond expressions with support for binding contexts, annotation contexts, and user-defined contexts. Additionally, Rhombus’s pattern and template system for macros is more directly integrated with non-metaprogramming matching, including generalized support for \( _..._ \) repetitions. Rhombus also adds a built-in system for static information. When it comes to expression enforestation, Rhombus’s approach is essentially the same as Honu’s, but with a small generalization to support macro-like infix operators such as \( _ \) instead of requiring an infix operator to have a parsed expression on the right-hand side.

The goal of Rhombus’s shrubbery notation is similar to the goal of Gel (Falcon and Cook 2009). Both are meant as a substrate for defining languages that use conventional notation, where the substrate itself does not impose a semantics or binding structure on the language. Shrubbery notation is more constrained; as its authors note, Gel accepts almost any input with balanced grouping symbols (such as parentheses). Shrubbery notation is more picky about identifiers, number, operators, and the delimiters between them, not to mention its newline and indentation requirements. Shrubbery’s additional grouping structure puts it halfway between Gel and S-expressions and makes it more convenient for macro patterns and templates.

8.2 Comparing Choices on Expansion and Binding

Another dimension of extension is whether transformations are constrained to pattern-based rewrites, as in Dylan and older Scheme standards, or implemented by arbitrary functions that run at expansion time, as in conventional Lisp macros or Template Haskell. Rhombus supports macros that are implemented by arbitrary functions. These functions can be defined in the same module where they are used, and even within the same binding context where a macro is defined; the module system takes care of phase separation and managing compile-time state (Flatt 2002).

Lisp-style macros have traditionally only supported expansion in expression positions, as opposed to syntactic positions such as bindings, patterns, term construction, or type declarations. Some languages make the specific case of pattern matching extensible through macros or non-macro facilities (Wadler 1987; Martin et al. 2006; Syme et al. 2007; Omar and Aldrich 2018). In a sufficiently capable macro system, authors of new forms can enable extensibility of contexts that appear within those forms (Ballantyne et al. 2020; Dybvig et al. 1986), including forms for pattern matching (Tobin-Hochstadt 2011). Rhombus builds on the macro approach, generalizing the approach through spaces and using it in the base forms so that binding and other positions are pervasively extensible.

Finally, there’s the question of whether macros respect and preserve scope, i.e., whether macros are hygienic (Kohlbecker et al. 1986; Adams 2015). Rhombus inherits Racket’s support for hygienic expansion, as well as its hygiene-bending operations and its approach to definition contexts that can contain a mixture of macro definitions and uses (which fall outside of existing formal definitions of hygiene). Specifically, identifiers in the shrubbery representation are enriched with scope information that cooperates with parsing and macro expansion, allowing macro transformations to preserve binding relationships.
8.3 Expressiveness and Practice

Compared to Rhombus, other macro systems also support hygienic macros that are implemented with arbitrary functions, some allow macro-introduced definition forms, and some others even allow local macro definitions and macro-generating macros. Many other languages also allow operators to be defined with customized precedence and associativity. Rhombus’s specific combination of ideas is new, however, and intended to provide an especially fluid programming experience, matching the convenience and expressiveness that have made macros such an effective tool in Lisp environments.

Macros are already an important feature of the ecosystem in some non-Lisp languages, such as Scala, Rust, and Elixir, where libraries often provide macro-based interfaces. Macros in those languages are still not routinely used to create whole new languages as they are in Racket, however. Rust (2023) supports simple pattern-matching macros, and it provides a TokenTree-based interfaces for syntax manipulation at a much lower level, but it does not provide the smoother path that Racket offers to grow simple macros into complex ones. Scala (2023) supports macros as compile-time functions that receive and manipulate AST trees, and it includes pattern and template facilities for working with quoted code. However, its macros are limited to expression contexts; Racket macros are commonly used to generate definitions and imports, and control over definitions is crucial for implementing new languages through macros. Elixir’s support and culture of macros is closer in practice to Racket, reflected in part by the importance of the macro-based Phoenix (2023) framework for web applications. Elixir macros can introduce definition forms, and the macro system provides a form of hygiene. Elixir syntactic extensions manipulate parsed ASTs, which means that they have less control over parsing at that granularity, and its pattern matching and hygiene support are relatively limited.

We expect that Rhombus macros will preserve the kind of fluidity that Racket offers while reducing the gap between the notations that programmers would prefer to use and the ones that are easily expressed. Rhombus’s macro system is equipped with enough expressive power to expand all of its own syntactic constructs down to a few $\lambda$-calculus-like constructs plus definition forms; it is currently defined in terms of Racket’s core forms, but those same forms could just as well be expressed in Rhombus-native shape using shubbery notation. In short, Rhombus offers the first macro system that is uncompromising on both conventional notation and the ability to express its own constructs.

9 CONCLUSION

We have described a combination of ideas that together advance the frontier of macro-extensibility, especially for languages that do not look like Lisp. The combination not only supports infix parsing, but also extensibility for facets of the language such as binding positions and static information. As evidence that this combination is practical and effective, we offer the Rhombus implementation, which is available as a Racket package.

Rhombus is still a work in progress, but it is already a rich language, including forms for functions, classes, interfaces, modules, submodules, local namespaces, loops, list comprehensions, repetitions, pattern matching, exception handling, and more. This richness is possible because Rhombus is itself largely implemented as a set of macros—an idea whose value has been recognized since at least the 1960s, both inside and outside the Lisp community (Hart 1963; Leavenworth 1966). For layering and bootstrapping, many of the macros are written in Racket notation instead of Rhombus notation, but still using the Rhombus parsing and enforestation layer in the S-expression encoding. As a result, the base Rhombus constructs are easy to make extensible at the Rhombus level; the comprehension form, for example, is macro-extensible to support new iteration clauses as well as new collection targets. At the same time, the facilities that are used to build the base Rhombus languages are made available to Rhombus programmers through forms like `space.enforest`.
sense of Rhombus being implemented in itself ensures that the language has the same kind of flexibility and extensibility as a language in the Lisp family.
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